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SPECIFICS: 
MAGNIFICENT 

SEVEN 
 

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

 

A. PRIMARY AUTHORITY: Ritual of Secret Work, Fifteenth Edition, 2013 

B. TIME LIMIT:    15 minutes 

C. REQUIRED PARTS:  The Speaker 

D. REQUIRED WORK:  All 7 Preceptor parts from the Initiatory Degree. 

E. EVALUATORS NECESSARY FOR COMPETITION:  Four (4): Two (2) Word Error Evaluators; 
and two (2) Performance Evaluators 
 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

The following instructions are a supplement and are made a part of the Primary Authority, and 
must be followed by all competitors. 

A.  The Speaker will be requested to stand in the room being used (it may not be in a Lodge 
Room setting) and repeat from memory each of the seven Preceptor parts from the Initiatory 
Degree. 

B. The parts are to be given in order with the 1st Preceptor being done first, the 2nd Preceptor 
being done second, through 7th. 

C. The Speaker may pause between Preceptor parts but should realize that his actions and 
attitude are still being judged during any pauses in his presentation. 

D. The Speaker (or his Spokesman) will say "BEGIN" when ready and "STOP" when the 7th 
Preceptor's part is completed.  No room set up is required. 



Competitor ________________ Chapter ________________ Evaluator _________________ 
 

P.R.I.D.E. RITUAL TOURNAMENT 
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 

PERFORMANCE TALLY SHEET 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

PENALTIES FROM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION SHEET 
 

 
 
 
   PERFORMANCE PENALTIES: 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

NOTE ANY DIRECTION ERRORS OBSERVED: 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 

__________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

  TOTAL DIRECTION PENALTIES: 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

OTHER PENALTIES 
 
 
 
 

  Interruptions: 
 
 
  Unsanctioned Communication: 
 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

BONUS POINTS 
 
 
     Bonus Points were awarded 
 
 
ATTACH BONUS POINT CALCULATION SHEET IF BONUS POINTS ARE AWARDED 

 
Rev. 2015-1 



 

P . R. I . D. E . Year: ______ C ontestant: __________________ Evalu ator: _________________________
P E R F ORMA N C E C ATE GOR Y PEN A LT IES COMMENTS (Each and Every penalt y must be explained - including penalties in the “Overall” category)

A ttir e /
A ppear a n c e 

Flo o r work /
U se o f P r ops 

E y e C on ta c t
Ges tur es & 
N erv ou s H ab its 

K e y Id e a s 

K e y W ord s

E n u nc i ati o n 

P a c i n g

P a u s e s 

V o l u me /
T o n e 

0 = n o
pena lty t o
10 = m ax. 
pena ltie s 

0 = n o
pena lty t o
10 = m ax. 
pena ltie s 

0 = n o
pena lty t o
15 = m ax. 
pena ltie s 

Ov e ra ll
Im p ression 

0 = n o
pena lty t o
25 = m ax. 
pena ltie s 

TOTA L : Individual Contest Performance Evaluation Rev. 2015-1 



Competitor __________________ Chapter __________________ Evaluator _____________________ 
 

P.R.I.D.E. RITUAL TOURNAMENT 
MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 

WORD ERROR TALLY SHEET 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
PENALTIES FROM WORD ERROR EVALUATION SHEETS 

 
 
 
    Penalty Sheet 1 _______ 
 
    Penalty Sheet 2 _______ 
 
    Penalty Sheet 3 _______ 
 
    Penalty Sheet 4 _______ 
 
 
 
 
 
    Total PENALTIES: 
 
 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
OTHER PENALTIES 

 
 
 
 
     Balks:       
 
 
     Prompts:      
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Competitor ________________ Chapter ________________ Evaluator ____________________ 
 

MAGNIFICENT SEVEN 
WORD ERROR EVALUATION SHEET 

P.R.I.D.E. RITUAL TOURNAMENT 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Rev. 2015-1    Penalty Sheet       Total _______ 1 

1P   I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of filial love. No virtue so becomes the 

young man who has passed the protected years of child and boy. It has been 

inculcated by poets and prophets, teachers and philosophers, ever since God 

Himself wrote on the tablets of stone the command: "Honor thy father and thy 

mother." We have reached the age when we are prone to forget the sacrifices 

our parents have made for us, when possibly we are ashamed to display the 

affection that all right-thinking sons feel in their hearts. We are eager to enter 

upon the inheritance of our manhood; yet there is nothing immature in the home-

loving, mother-loving, father-loving young man, gratefully remembering the debt 

he can never repay, but striving to pay it in thoughtful consideration, courtesy, 

affectionate and dutiful obedience. May this jewel in the Crown of Youth never be 

tarnished by disobedience or selfish neglect, but grow brighter as the years go 

by.  

 

2P   I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of reverence for sacred things. As we are 

all sons of earthly parents, so are we the children of the Universal Father. My 

Brothers, in our Chapter we teach no religious creed. Your religious opinions are 

your own. But we do earnestly enjoin upon you the sacredness of faith, the 

beauty of a humble reliance on the goodness of God. Let us strive to be true to 

this universal sonship. The world respects most of all the young man who has 

strong religious convictions and who has the courage of a high moral standard 

based on a profound acknowledgment of the fact that from God all earthly 

blessings flow. I enjoin you to delight in the companionship of the devout, not 

only to frequent the holy places of worship but to carry their teachings into your 

daily lives. May this jewel shine brighter and brighter unto the perfect day.  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3P   I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of courtesy. Our mystic seven are not 

enough to include all the cardinal virtues that round out and complete a human 

character, but certainly courtesy cannot be omitted from the list --courtesy toward 

our parents, courtesy toward the stranger, courtesy toward the aged, courtesy 

toward all women, courtesy toward our friends and all with whom we come in 

contact. We are all guilty of the fault of reserving our greatest politeness for 

friends and even strangers and laying aside in the home that refinement and 

consideration which are the foundation of the social graces. No man, young or 

old, is really refined until he is courteous and his courtesy is natural, instead of 

being artificial and assumed.  

 

4P   I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of comradeship. To be a friend tried and 

true is to display a virtue which adorns our humanity. History is glorified by the 

friendships of David and Jonathan, of Damon and Pythias, and other historic 

comrades. But history has not volumes large enough to record the names of the 

unknown millions of friends who were true and faithful unto death. Their heroic 

loyalty glorifies our human nature and sets an example worthy of our emulation. 

No man, young or old, can enjoy a higher honor than to be valued as a friend and 

trusted as a Brother. The Crown of Youth is not complete without the jewel 

representing this splendid virtue.   
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5P   I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of fidelity. We have taken upon our lips 

the name of a great hero and martyr of history who gave up his life rather than 

betray the trust reposed in him. We may never be called upon to face such a trial 

as he endured, but we may be called upon to give our lives in defense of our 

country, and even to sacrifice them to save a human being.  But far this side of 

these great crises, we are called upon every day to be faithful to trusts reposed in 

us, faithful to ideals we have professed, faithful to our friends, faithful to 

obligations we have assumed. You know that the young man whose word is as 

good as his bond, who can be absolutely relied upon to fulfill his promises, if 

humanly possible, enjoys the esteem and confidence of all men. I commend to 

you this virtue and urge you not to lose sight of its vital importance merely 

because you are not called upon to face some great drama of sacrifice.  

 

6P   I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of cleanness --cleanness in thought, word 

and deed. We all abhor the foul-mouthed, the obscene, the dissipated and the 

immoral young man, who anticipates the years of his manhood by indulging in 

habits which leave him weakened in body, enfeebled in mind and debased in 

heart and soul. But we must guard against the more insidious faults which lead 

imperceptibly to these great moral sins. Let us guard our tongues from taking the 

name of God in vain, against irreverence of all kinds, against the lesser oaths 

that lead to blasphemy, against the cheap vulgarity of unclean jests. Let us guard 

our bodies from all those milder dissipations which retard their development and 

impair their strength, holding them as the heritage of the future, a sacred trust not 

to be betrayed. Let us above all guard our hearts from that uncleanness which 

the Psalmist had in mind when he prayed: "Create in me a clean heart, O God." 

A clean mind in a clean body is the best equipment for the clean manhood upon 

which clean citizenship depends.  
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7P I place in the Crown of Youth the jewel of patriotism.  Millions of young men 

hardly older than ourselves have proved their heroic devotion to their country by 

offering their lives in defense of its honor. Many of them have made the supreme 

sacrifice and have helped win the blessings which we now enjoy. In all the crises 

of the nation's history youth has risen up as its defender. In your very veins flows 

patriotic blood. But let me urge upon you this thought: that there is a patriotism of 

peace as well as a heroism of war and that good citizenship is the only 

opportunity peace affords for the display of this virtue. We are on the threshold of 

the duties and responsibilities of manhood and I commend to you most earnestly 

the virtue of good citizenship --that patriotism which will make you live worthily for 

your country as well as die bravely for it if the need shall come. 
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